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Customer’s Profile
Valea helps clients to establish, defend and commercialize intangible assets like patent, brands, design and domain names.

Valea’s knowledge is combined with a commercial understanding for the business value included in intangible assets for their customers and clients. Valea needs to proactively have a strong protection against hacking and other potential problems that could threaten the organization.

Evaluation
In order to get the best possible solution, Valea started an evaluation of various different alternatives on the market. Panda Adaptive Defense proved to be the best complement to their current system and adds the extra layer of security that Valea needs.

Valea evaluated Adaptive Defense for about two months, and according to Michael Nissmark, IT-manager at Valea, it went very well: “The implementation went very smoothly, complemented our other security solutions well and prevented attacks already during the evaluation period.”

Solution
Today Adaptive Defense monitors and controls all files that are executed in real time at Valea and provides protection against attacks and zero-day, malware, and visibility in real time and the opportunity for forensic analysis.

Valea sees great advantages with Adaptive Defense as this fits perfectly into Valea’s security environment. According to Panda’s expert on Adaptive Defense, Jan Edberg: “Panda Adaptive Defense provides a great Managed Security Service which guarantees protection for all machines by monitoring and controlling the behaviour of every process running on your network in real time”.

Today, there is no competing Cloud solution; our customers can now be offered a competitive advantage regarding security.

“...the implementation went very smoothly, complemented our other security solutions well and prevented attacks already during the evaluation period.”

Michael Nissmark, IT Manager at Valea